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JUffKBENnffllUNMENT
FOLK MUSIC

Been so long, been good to know you
By Ron Radosh
It was Christmas eve 1955,
three years after America's foremost folk quartet, the Weavers,
had been silenced by the McCarthy-era blacklist. The group
—Pete Seeger, Lee Hays, Ronnie Gilbert and Fred Heileimar;
—decided to try and get together for one concert. They used to
play the relatively small Town
Hali, but the owners refused tc
rent it to the now controversial
singers. So producer Harold
Leventhal rented Carnegie Hai'
—"Harold was scared to death,'1
Hellerman recalls.
His fears turned out to be
groundless. The hall sold out
and the concert album became
the first big seller for the reunited group, which stayed together
—with Erik Darling and later
Frank Hamilton replacing Seeger—until 1963.
Now, 25 years later, the Weavers are singing once again—a reunion long awaited by folk aficionados—perhaps as much as
children of the '60s hope for a
reunion of the Beatles. The
Weavers, after all, were the first
group to popularize folk music,
and as Joe Klein writes in his
new biography of Woody Guth
rie, "they were an interesting
combination: Helierman's baritone fit snugly between Hays'
bass and Seeger's tenor, and Gilbert had an impressive voice that.
seemed capable of almost anything."
Record company executives
and music publishers had been
impressed when they heard the
group back in 1949.
The quartet had sung at Max
Gordon's club, the Village Vanguard, where they wore heard by
Decca records' orchestra leader
and producer, Gordon Jenkins.
Within six months—by mid-1950
—the Weavers had a hit single,
"Tzena, Tzena," soon followed
by a string of others- "Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine," "On Top
of Old Smokey," Leadbelly's
"Irene" and Woody Guthrie's
"So Long, It's Been Good to
Know You."
The quick success came to a
crashing and sudden end. The
Weavers' rise to fame coincided
with the Korean war, the redhunt at home and the deepening
Cold War abroad. The time was
not right for a group whose roots
were in the democratic culture
which had emerged from the era
of the Popular Front. When Red
Channels (the blacklister's basic
compendium on who was not to
be hired by the media) listed Fete
Seeger's name, all air play for
Weavers records ended and the
group's appearances were cancelled. After informer Harvey
Matusow named them before the
House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) as
Communists, they became total
"untouchables," as David K.
Dunaway wrote.
Their record sales totaled four
million copies, yet Seeger marched in the 1952 May Day parade
in New York wearing his World
War II army uniform, carrying a
sign that read "Censored." So it

was with great joy that the 1955
concert was greeted by the Weavers legion of loyal fans—who
were testifying that the blacklisters could not silence the music
they had come to love.
But since their 1966 reunion
concert, the Weavers' music has
been but a memory, kept alive
on the old Vanguard and Decca
albums.
On the eve of their 25th Anniversary concert (31, if you count
the year of formation) I spoke
separately with three of the
Weavers—Seeger, Hellerman
and Gilbert—(Lee Hays was in

ers who made up the Weavers
ready for the issues that position would raise.
Clearly, the Weavers had a
big appeal. Hellerman remembers that the response they elicited was best described for him at
a party by one of the Andrews
sisters. A bit soused, she told
him, "You know why you're
great? Take a bunch of guys sitting at a bar. The juke box is
playing the Weavers—or the Andrews Sisters—and they say,
'Hell, I can sing better than
that.' We communicated that
feeling. It wasn't really true, but

The reunion of the Weavers
at Carnegie Hall was as
eagerly awaited by "folkies"
as children of the '60s
would a Beatles reunion.
poor health and saving his energy for the concert) about their
reflections on their music and
the times in which they have
played such a vital part.
The Weavers are remembered
for their commercial success as
forerunners of groups that
emerged in the early '60s—Peter, Paul and Mary, the Kingston
Trio, the Limeliters and the Tarriers. But when they began singing in 1949 their hopes were
modest. "We certainly didn't
say 'Let's get a group together
and make a lot of money,'"
Hellerman says. "The people
we were singing for in those
days couldn't support one person, not alone a few."
Indeed, Hellerman and the
other Weavers were part of a
group of friends who met on
Wednesday afternoons in Pete
Seeger's basement on MacDougal Street, where they sang harmony for fun. "It was a rough
time for all of us," he says.
Seeger had just come through
& stint of campaigning across
the country with Henry Wallace
in 1948, and his overwhelming
defeat dashed hopes for the
Progressive Party. In addition
its singing vehicle, People's
Songs, also closed shop. They
decided to take a job singing at
the Village Vanguard, when
owner/producer Max Gordon
decided to give them a chance,
"so we could still get together
on Wednesday afternoons,"
Hellerman says. "But the
thought of making a living from
it was ludicrous—we got $50 a
week each, plus sandwiches."
But the group quickly became
a commercial success, much to
the Weavers' amazement. That
success, however, produced tension and some conflict. The
group had come out of a left
cultural tradition, defined in
1947 by folklorist Alan Lomax
as a "democratic art," in which
the folksinger consciously spoke
as "the advocate of the common man." Such a cultural context was never supposed to lead
to major success in the capitalist
marketplace, nor were the sing-

it was a sense that the person listening could do it on his own.
People feel a kind of intimacy
with us; our music becomes
theirs."

Differences.
The Weavers, as Seeger says,
are composed of four strong individuals. It is not surprising to

find slightly different opinions
and attitudes. Ronnie Gilbert,
the sole woman member, is now
a feminist actress. She has lived
the past few years in British Columbia and, until recently, has
not paid much attention to mus.ic. It was not until she became
acquainted with the songs of
Holly Near, and after she listened to the work of Dory Previn,
she tells me, that she again started concentrating on music. "I
remembered I was a woman,"
she puts it, "and not just a part
of the Weavers."
Ronnie Gilbert sees the Weavers' contribution as opening up
folk music to the commercial
arena. "We don't like to think
of it this way," she says, "but
the Weavers were part of the
commercial world from the
start." But their music retained
an integrity. It was not tampered with, "not cutesy."
Unlike the other members,
Gilbert liked the nightclub work
—a change from the usual rallies, marches and meetings at
which the other members had
always sung. Audiences gravitated to them and the group
soon had somewhat of a cult following. They would tell her that
their singing made them feel
wholesome. "We brought out
the best in people," Gilbert says
proudly. "When they heard us,
they saw four different people

working together in a joyous
way."
And she does not bemoan the
commercial quality of the music.
"We made the 'real thing' accessible. The next step was fcir people to want to hear Leadbelly,
not just depend on our interpretation of his songs." Quoting
Lee Hays, she agrees with him
that the Weavers had a "gift"
that they could use well. And she
deprecates white singers who
tried to imitate a black sound,
rather than, as the Weavers did,
seek to incorporate black music
into their repertoire.
Two of the group—Hays and
Seeger—had worked together
for years as part of the legendary
Almanac Singers, the group of
folk musicians who toured the
country in the '30s and '40s for
the fledgling CIO unions, and
before that, had sung for the
American Youth Congress in the
anti-war phase of the Communist movement. That association
has led some commentators to
see the Weavers as an attempt to
reconstruct the Almanacs for a
new era, or to recapture the experience of that past decade.
"I think we approached politics in an aesthetic way," Hellerman answered. "If art's going
to be a weapon, it's still got to be
art. So many of our songs might
have had immediate merit, but
Continued on following page

The Weavers then: left to right, Pete Seeger, Lee Hays, Ronnie Gilbert and Fred Hellerman,
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But Seeger emphasizes that
ed." And Joe Klein claims that
the Weavers "bowdlerized" blues and rock are the urban
Leadbe&y'S "Irene" in order folk music of our era. "There is
"to %4be public taste." The more honest folk tradition in a
Weaverfj Klein writes, "were good pop rock song than in the
presenting only a pale copy of whole of 1964," he argues, and
he stresses that a direct line exwhat the music could be."
The group's members are all ists from early blues through
adamant that such criticism is '40s and '50s electric blues, and
not fair. Seeger says it is a mis- that of the heavily amplified
take often made to claim that rock music of today. This musthey were the first to make folk .ic, he says, "is not self-conmusic into a hit. "Die Mier Best scious in any way, like the music
du Schein", an old Yiddish tune, of the so-called folk boom
was an Andrews Sisters hit in the was."
He is bothered by people who
'40s. In the '20s, an old slave
song was changed into "It Ain't tell him they haven't heard folk
Gonna Rain No More." And since 1964, and he tells them that
while he agrees that some of they are hearing more of it when
their songs were bowdlerized, he "they turn on a good solid rock
is firm that "Irene" wasn't one song based on the old 12 bar
of them, "unless," he chuckles, blues." Seeger has only pleasure

"The 'folkboom"'Seeger
says, "gavepeople a bum steer.
TJhere's honest folk tradition
in a good pop rock song."

Pete Seeger today; his only regret is not having reached a broader
audience.
Continued from previous page manacs, one that consciously
we tended to drop those once used and depended on musical
they didn't pertain. 'Our basic ap- arrangements; that went beyond
proach was not to apply political meie ad-libbing with % bunch of
standards to the material. We sirfgefs. "There Sre so'me songs
just wanted good songs. There that one person just can't do
were times at our worst, really, well alone," he puts it.
when we tried things that ended
What the Weavers accomplish^
up really pompous and didactic, ed, he thinks, was to "change
that just weren't very good."
country music to be listened to
Hellerman denies that the by city people," and he notes
Weavers sought to recapture the that this is a process in which he
Almanac experience. Perhaps, and Lee Hays have been strughe says, it was a combination of gling for over 40 years.
trying to sing for fun and to popPurists on the left, then and
ularize folk music as well as to now, could not refrain from atcarry on a tradition. "We were tacking the Weavers precisely beaware that something marvelous cause folk music began to reach
had occurred with the Almanacs, the folk. Morris Dickstein writes
but we knew that in the post-war in the Nov. 8 Nation, for examperiod there was a need for ple, that the Weavers were the
something new, both musically first group "to put folk music on
and politically."
the national charts and make it
Pete Seeger has a slightly dif- pay," and he argues that their
ferent emphasis. What he want- songs were changed into
ed, he recalls, was a better re- "smooth popular hits, with
hearsed group than the old Al- most of the grit and dust remov-

CULTURE SHOCK
WONDERS OF based on the true
story of a. 1979
MODERN
American civilian

TECHNOLOGY
AGAIN

For all of us who
have been waiting
for the new diversity
available through
modern communications systems, the
proof is here. Muzak is beginning satellite transmission of
its canned supermarket sound.

ABC'S BIT

FOR

THE PEACE
EFFORT
ABC is producing a
TV movie, Rescue!,

commando team
that "rescued two
hostage businessmen
in Tehran. "We feel
the movie-going
public hungers for
the kind of heroism
and courage Simons
and his team demonstrated amid the
chaos and danger
that was, and still is,
Iran," said ABC's
president Brandon

Stoddard.

IF ONLY
THEY'D HAD
CAMERAS AT
POMPEII
Two-TV stations
have put together a
videotape of "The
Best of St. Helens,"
which is selling well.
One of the producers says "every
time the mountain
burps it stimulates
new interest."

"you don't like violins," referring to the track added by Gordon Jenkins—which he notes
"was a surprise to all of us."
When critics argue that the
bite was removed, they often cite
the Weaver's first version of
Woody Guthrie's "So Long, It's
Been Good to Know You," his
great dust bowl classic, which
was changed to refer to a lover's
leaving a mate. "It^was Woody
himself who made those changes," stresses Hellerman. "I,remember him sitting in Gordon
Jenkins' suite at the Hotel Carlyle, coming up to the room with
an enormous roll of brown
wrapping paper, which he
spread out on the floor and set
out to change all the verses."
The real problem was of another sort—being subjected to
the tyranny of the three-minute
single record. That criterion
forced them to delete some of
Leadbelly's verses of "Irene."
"I just don't think the critics
have a valid point here."
Ronnie Gilbert points to the
ambiguity of the group's title—
which was taken from a play title
by Gerhart Hauptmann, a German leftist. It might just have
"been taken from Burns' "The
Work of the Weavers," or be referring to the work of industrial
labor, she notes. She recalls that
she and the others had an ongoing interest in continuing to
sing for the labor movement or
wherever they could be useful—
they were to have been featured
at the famous Peekskill concert
that starred Paul Robeson and
was attacked by a mob—but she
stresses that unlike the Almanac
Singers, they made no attempt to
duplicate the communal lifestyle
of their predecessors.
Ironically, the resurrected
Weavers disbanded right before
the '64-65 folk boom, and the
success of~ groups like Peter,
Paul and Mary, that even made
a hit song of the Weavers' own
"Hammer Song." "In the '60s,"
Gilbert says, "a lot of political
stuff lost its punch, in the way
everything become co-opted,
swallowed up and easily digested."
Seeger has another response.
"The so-called folk boom," he
says, "gave Americans a bum
steer—the idea that folk music
only came from the Kentucky
mountains." Seeger's emphasis
comes as a surprise, since he has
a reputation as somewhat of a
purist, as the man who attempted to prevent Bob Dylan from
playing electric guitar at Newport in 1963.

'at the Byrds' rendition of his
own "Turn, Turn, Turn," a
major hit in the early '60s.
Do the Weavers have any bitter feelings about the blacklist,
and the fact that it cut them off
from the type of fame and fortune met by groups like PP&M
in a future period? "The country as a whole," emphasizes Hellerman, "did a lot worse than
we did.... I wouldn't want to
send the inquisitors a note of
thanks," he says, but the forced
lapse in their careers led him .to
sit down and learn music
seriously. "Whatever subsequent skills I developed, I did
during those three lean years."
Seeger regrets most not being
able to "get our music beforra
broader audience,'' although, he
acknowledges, that would have
made for more complications.
He adds that "the experience of
the Weavers can be used to point
out that the people who run the
mass media know where their
bread is buttered." When songs
like Bob Dylan's "Times They
Are A-Changin'" get to the top
of the charts, he believes, "they
throw a scare into the powers
that be."

Left attacks.
Just as the Weavers were attacked by the right-wing in the early
'50s and blacklisted, they were
condemned from some quarters
on the left. As the Communist
party became a major victim of
Cold War repression, its own
leaders responded by waging
"their own hunt for hereticsconducted under the guise of a
massive internal campaign to
root out "white chauvinism."
The Weavers were a clear target
—they were an all-white group,
and they were singing black music. In an article appearing in Sing
Out!, editor Irwin Silber asked,
"Can an all-white group sing
songs from Negro culture?" His
answer was no.
Ronnie Gilbert recalls the period with bitterness and anger.
She points to the stress created
by attacks from their would-be
supporters precisely when they
were under fierce attack from
the right wing. "It took all kinds
of energy," she notes, "to remain sympathetic to a movement
and to people in that movement
when they launched such an attack."
To this date, she says, she has
never received an apology—save
from the late Betty Sanders; who
had been involved closely with
People's Artists in those years.
The attacks produced "terrific
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" and soul-searching withgroup. Most important,
sents the left attack be6
Wieves the left should
have bLConcentrating on uniting peoplek/'and see what they
have in comlegn, not emphasize
what separates jthem." Yet she
feels the Weavdb "survived and
transcended" the attack, having
rejected an approach that would
have separated people.
Pete Seeger prefers to look at
the issue of racism itself. "Like
most people," he says, "white
singers make an attempt to come
to terms with racism, but we
rarely succeed. It may be that the
criticisms the Weavers got were
misphrased, it may be that they
were right." The problem, as he
sees it, is that black music had
traditionally been sung and popularized by whites — from Scott
Joplin through spirituals and
gospel to jazz.
So the Weavers flourished.
Some of their tastes have
changed. Seeger talks of rock as
the new urban folk music— but
this doesn't mean, Hellerman
says, that they will attempt to do
songs from this genre in their reunion concert. "It's like Jimmy
Carter acting like a Republican,"
he says. "The Republicans do it
better than he does."
Pete Seeger sums up the
Weavers' impact: "I think the
Weavers did an important job
,at a particular time." He says
that, as in life, both private and
political, people are forced to
decide whether to move exactly
in the direction desired or move
in a slightly different direction
along with other people. The
Weavers took the latter course,
he feels, but "went in the right
direction."
The Weavers' music once
again comes to us as a refreshing and honest refrain from the
AM and FM play lists — reminding us of where we once were,
and where we can move culturally once again.
•
Ron Radosh, who plays banjo
and guitar, has long had an interest in folk music.

CALENDAR
Use the calendar to announce conferences, lectures, films, events,
etc. The cost is $20.00 for two insertions and $10.00 for each additional insert, for copy of 40 words
or (ess (additional words are 35$
each). Payment must accompany
-your announcement, and should
be sent to the attention of Bill
Rehm.
N E W

Y O R K,

N Y

D«c*mb«r 5-6
Various authors will be talking
about the relationship between
politics and psychology in a twoday symposium entitled "Mind
and Society: Drawing the Connection." Speakers include: Barbara
Ehrehriech, James Lawler, Kate
Millet, Fred Newman, Michael
Brown, Stanley Diamond and Margarita Samad-Matias. At the Horace Mann Auditorium of Teachers
College, 120th St. and Broadway.
$15.00 ($7.50 for students). For
more information and registration
call: (212) 663-5056.
LOS

A N G E L E S , CA

Conference on "Christians and
the Struggle for Socialism" at Native American Methodist Church,
1345 W. 14th St., 9-5. Keynoter:
Gary MacEoin, Latin American
specialist, author of '.'Revolution
Next Door." Two films: "Controlling Interest" and "Bevolution or
Death" (on El Salvador). Cost:
$5.00 (includes lunch). Contact:
Pat Reif, IHM, (213) 933-5943 or
384-3347.
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THEATER

Lesbian love story
is well received
The play presents a simple situation. Eva, a straight woman
who has just left her husband,
Last Summer at Bluefish rents a house on Bluefish Cove
Cove, with its frank subtitle, "A and unknowingly joins a colony
Lesbian Love Story," received of lesbians—old friends from
praise for author (Jane Cham- long summers and twined partbers), production (The Giiaes) nerships. Eva meets Lil (a selfand cast (starring Jean Smart) defined "alley cat") and they
from its inception at the Fiirsi fall in love, much to the chagrin
Gay Arts Festival, in New York of the group. But Lil is dying of
through its summer run Off-Off- cancer, which everyone but Eva
Broadway. "A fine play...filled knows. In the last half of the
with humor evea as some very play Eva discovers Lil's secret
real and difficult times emerge" and Lil, painfully, lets her go.
The play, in Village Voice crit(WBAI); "One of the fesst
scripts present in reason season" ic Michael Feingold's words, is
(the Blade); "A dazzling bleed "a dramatic bombshell of the
of joy and sorrow" (Other Stag- good old-fashioned kind." Emoes); "A rewarding experience... tions run high. In response to her
don't miss it" (WOR-TV).
approaching death, Lil makes

By Mary Panzer

difficult decisions. She's gallant,
clear-eyed and achingly erring
while our eyes cloud with tears.
But it all works because Lil's importance to her friends presents
each one to dramatic advantage.
Middle-aged Kitty Cochrane is
famous for her feminist books
on sexuality. She lived with Lii
for several years but a couple of
summers ago they broke up over
sexy Donna (still in her 20s).
Donna eventually stayed with
Sue because of Sue's money—
and in spite of Sue's advancing
age. Donna still pines for Lil.
Rita (close to 40) now is Kitty's
loyal secretary and companion.
She's worried about the effect
Eva could have on Kitty's still
closeted reputation. Annie, Lil's
friend from college, has kept to
their vow: "Never lovers, always
friends." She is a successful
sculptor and lives with Rae and
Rae's two kids in a traditional
family set-up that is already nine
years old. Annie, Lil and Rae,
like Eva, are in their 30s. Within
this mesh of sexual and platonic
friendship, Eva is our surrogate.
We're deeply involved from the

moment she meets Lil until the
group embraces her at last.
The play doesn't dwell on sexuality or sexual preference. Eva's
attraction to Lil is simply believable and strong. In this lesbian
community, a varied group of
adult women explore something
other than sexuality— the problem of deep and lasting friendship. Romance can't isolate the
lovers from other sources of
emotional sustenance; all ties
are equally strong.
The reviews that do not celebrate the subtitle of Last Sum?
mer at Bluefish Cove miss an opportunity to welcome new subjects, new conflicts and refreshingly new material to the American stage. Deep friendship
among women has no stronger
dramatic advocate than Jane
Chambers. Her play, A Late
Snow, appears in Gay Plays, the
First Anthology (Avon, 1979).
The Glines, a non-profit production company, will re-open Blue-\°
fish Cove Off -Broadway at thef
Actors Playhouse on Dec. 25. • =
Mary Panzer is a New York arts Jane Chambers, author of LAST
SUMMER A r BLUEFISH COVE
journalist.

CLASSIFIED
49 BIBLiCAL CONTRADICTIONS.
$3.00, free sample, discovery, Sots
2Q331-ITT, WVC, Utah 34120.
ALL PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENTS
have their progressive publications
and the newly emerging Jewish
movement is no exception. Subscribe to "Genesis 2," a fresh independent progressive voice of Jewish news, opinion and tho aria.
$6.00/year (8 issues). Genesis 2,233
Bay State Rd., Boston, MA 02215.
"THE NEW RESOURCE WAHS"Series on native peoples and natural resources. Examines struggles In
the Amazon, southwest U.S., Great
Lakes region. $3 from GALA, 731
State St., Madison, Wt 53703.
SUCCESS KILLS PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. Copies $1.00. Rips Box
341164-iT, Coral Gables, R, 33114.
REFUSING TO HtiGISTF-IR? Still
considering? Everybody's Guide to
Non Registration, K4 pages on detection, surveillance, your legal
rights. $2.50 (ppd.) to: EGNR, 2000
Center, #1091, Berkeley, CA 94704.

dren's Camp. Experienced in hiring, training, supervising staff. Seasonal employment. Send resume to
Elsie Suller, Room 506 One Union
Square West, New York, NY 10003.
COORDINATOR / SOUTH COAST
NETWORK—skilled, experienced
organizer needed to direct work of
Network, a membership organization which acts as a citizen's lobby
on local consumer, environmental
and social issues, starting Jan. 1,
1981. Salary approximately $900/
month. Send resume to Network,
P.O. Box 1346, Santa Barbara, CA
93102 by Dec. 15,1980.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. Monthly journal
with critical focus on activities of
multinational corporations seeks
editor with strong reporting skills
and background in economic development and corporate issues. Candidate with some administrative
and publishing experience preferred. Salary negotiable. Send resume and writing sample to: Publisher, Multinational Monitor, 1346
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 411,
Washington, DC 20036.

25 YEARS OF MAHXI8T-HUMAMISM IN THE U.S., a pamphlet that
traces the worldwide revolutionary
developments of a quarter century
in relation to philosophic-theoretical-organbational contributions of
Marxist-Humanist grouping News
and Letters Committees. By Raya
Dunayovskaya. S1.SO plus 50« postage. News & Letters, 2832 E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit, Ml 48211.
HiiP W A N T i P
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for ias
Angeles-based grassroots community organizing project. Responsibilities include administration,
fundraising, and community planning & program development. Salary: $17-19,000 plus benefits. Send
resume by Jan. 1S to Ocean Park
Projects, 237 Hill St., Santa Monica,
CA 80405.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR WANTED
for Secular Jewish Humanist Chit-

Midwesfs wicfest selection of
Marxist literature on S!cck &
Labcy History. Woicen, Tins
Socialist
World.
Africa.
Philosophy, Econqrnics, Lfe'cfure, etc., in English, Spanish.

Mon. thru Sat.
except Thur. IO-t

"Public Speaking." VHS or Beta.
Designed for community-based organizations and schools. $50 each.
Laurel Springs Institute, 304 S.
Broadway, #534, Los Angeles, CA
90013. (213)625-1961.

FATHER EGAN, activist, advisor to
social action and community organizing efforts, is recuperating
from heart surgery. Regards can be
sent to: University of Notre Dame,
Notre Dame, IN 46556.

GREAT KIDS BOOK LIST including summaries of books children
love. Over 30 titles for age 3-7 proven through parent/teacher/child
testing. $3.00. CLR-I, P.O. Box
6541, Chicago, IL 60680.

WANTED: POLITICAL DISSIDENTS
who have risked imprisorment or
loss of position for beliefs. Research study on Political Dissidence (Ph.D dissertation). Also request interview with brothers and/
or sisters. Confidential. Call collect
(203) 966-1129 E. Hamiltcn. Early
A.M. or late P.M.

FOR

SALE

HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!
Sinus sufferers. Find natural relief.
This drugless method is inexpensive and used by doctors worldwide. Informative booklet explains
all and is available by writing
Hydro Med (TT), P.O. Box 91273,
L.A. 90009. (Include $2 to cover
postage and handling.)

A FUTURE ISSUE OF RADICAL
TEACHER will be about college
students of the '80s; Who are they?
What are their concerns? What
teaching strategies will politicize
them? Send proposals to: David
Peck, English/CSULB, Lon^ Beach,
CA 90840.

A T T E N T 5 O N

P E R S O N A L S

MOVING? Let In These Times be
the first to know. Send us a current
label from your newspaper along
with your new address. Please allow 4-6 weeks to process the
change. Send to: In These Times,
Circulation Dept., 1509 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60622.

ORIENTAL WOMEN want to write
you. Rainbow, Honokaa, Hawaii
96727.

BUTTONS. P O S T E R S . ETC.
BUTTONS/BUMPERSTICKERS Custom-printed (union shop). Lowest
Movement prices for 20 years! Largest variety anti-nuclear and other
fund-raising items in stock. Free
catalog-call (516) 791-7929. Larry
Fox, Box M-8, Valley Stream, NY
11582.
T-S H I H T S

Black Ink on Yellow, Tan,
Light Blue, Red

KIDS AGAINST NUKES T-shirts.
Delightful design. Navy blue ink on
tan.black ink on yellow, red or orange. Sizes 2-4, 6-8, 10-12, 14-16.
$5.50 ea. ppd. Sunflower School,
4527 N. Maiden, Chicago, IL 60640.
O R O A N i Z A T S O N S

IDONT
BEPMTTOF

TO

Black ink on Red,
Tan, Lt. Blue or Gold.

4O7 S. Dearborn St., Suite 23O
Chicago. IL 6O6O5
312/663-9076

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for a growing Milwaukee non-profit housing
and neighborhood development
corporation with budget of over
$250,000. All helpful: degree in
planning, administration or related
fields; knowledge of housing and
rehab programs, private real estate
transactions (but licensed realtors
not preferred), accounting and budgeting for agencies with multifunding sources; any business experience. Responsible for all central administration, supervision of
10 person staff including individual
project directors. Salary $17-22,000
plus fringes. Job Description on request. All qualified applicants will
be considered without regard to
race, color, religion, sex or national
origin. Resume to: Westside Conservation Corporation, 921 N. 27th
St., Milwaukee, Wl 53208. Deadline
Dec. 20, 1980.

Also Available:
•"Question Authority"
(white on black or blue or
black on red)
•"People Before Profits"
(black on red or tan on
brown)

TEACHERS & OTHER EDUCATION
WORKERS: investigate a different
concept of unionism that can move
the AFT/NEA/AAUP to greater militancy. Write Industrial Union Caucus in Education, Box 1564, Grand
Rapids, Ml 49501.
B I S O U B C E S
KOREAN HUMAN RIGHTS INFORMATION: 625 Post, #888A, S.F., CA
94109.
JANE FONDA on two twenty-minute video cassettes lecturing on
"Grassroots Fundraising" and

B.U. STUDENT "UNDERGROUND"
NEWSPAPER is fighting a first amendment battle with the administration and needs financial help to
continue publishing in its sixth
year. B.U. Exposure, 87 Adamson
St., Allston, MA 02134.

Fast,Cheap
Accurate
TYPESETTING
Typesetting can be expensive
in these times, but not at
IN THESE TIMES.
We're cheap, fast and accurate.
We'll typeset your brochures,
pamphlets and publications,
and we'll guarantee our work
to your satisfaction.
For estimates, references and
scheduling, contact Bill Rehm,
IN THESE TIMES • 489-4447
1509 N. Milwaukee, Chicago

| Write your own classified ad here:

Guild Books
&Periodicals
1118 W. Armitage
Chicago, III. 60614
(312)525-3667
The midwest's largest independent
progressive bookstore with the widest selection of left-wing and Marxist literature. We have hundreds of
magazines and journals on labor,
history, polities, literature, women's studies, minority studies, and
international affairs, with many
titles in Spanish.
Come in and browse.

T-SHIRT white design on hand screened
100% durable cotton. Shirt colors: navy. red.
green, royal blue, black. $5.95+ S1 O O P 8 H
Buttons or bumper stickers $1.00 each Print
size, color, and address.
PEACEMEAL GRAPHICS, P.O.Box 172- IT
Pgh. Pa. 15230.

Classifieds
45<t per word prepaid

Special Discounts

Sizes: Small to X-Large
$5.50 each (post, paid)

3-9 insertions 406 per word
10-19 insertions 35$ per word
20+ insertions 20$ per word

Send to:
Northernsun Merchandising
1519 E. Franklin Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55404

Send To:
1509 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Chicago, IL 60622
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